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Automated machine learning
(“learning to learn”)



Current:
Solution = ML expertise + data + computation



Current:
Solution = ML expertise + data + computation

Can we turn this into:
Solution = data + 100X computation

???



Idea: model-generating model trained via RL

(1) Generate ten models
(2) Train them for a few hours
(3) Use loss of the generated models as reinforcement 

learning signal

Appeared in ICLR 2017

arxiv.org/abs/1611.01578



CIFAR-10 Image Recognition Task



“Normal” LSTM cell

Cell discovered by 
architecture search

Penn Tree Bank Language Modeling Task



Learning Transferable Architectures for Scalable Image Recognition, Barret Zoph, 
Vijay Vasudevan, Jonathon Shlens and Quoc Le, https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.07012

Scaling to Imagenet

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.07012


Limitations

Designing and building a neural net is complex

Automation is very expensive

Expertise is still necessary (e.g. in the primitives)

Tuning is still necessary (e.g. in the search algorithm)

Result is still specific to data types (images / text)
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Motivation

Designing and building a neural net is complex

Automation is very expensive

→ can we do better?

→ should we use other algorithms?
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Accuracy

Scale (data size, model size)

neural networks

other approaches

Future

simpler



Challenge:
Self-tuning learning algorithm



Challenge: self-tuning algorithm

Write the best learning algorithm…

...learning from data in a fully automated way



Goals

Investigate some key questions in the domain of self-tuning algorithms

Promote the design of algorithms that are

● Applicable to several problems
● Easy to use by non-experts
● Scalable
● Robust to dataset changes



Setup

No access to the data at all !

→ upload the code instead of the results

→ simulates the black-box scenario (you send the dataset, you get back the 
model)

→ running time is limited



Challenge Structure

Challenge 
server

Challenge participants submit 
their code to the challenge 
server.

Participant code is run on the 
challenge server on hidden 
datasets.

Dev datasets used for the 
public leaderboard only.
Test datasets used for private 
leaderboard only.

Test
datasets

Dev
datasets

Public leaderboard participants 
can use to adjust their 
algorithms

Private leaderboard - only 
shared with participants at the 
end of the challenge

5-10 datasets for dev

5-10 datasets for test (≠ dev)



Datasets

● Natural problems: image, video, audio, text
● Large size (~10-100K examples)
● Large number of features (~10K)

→ Regime where DNNs work well

→ But the need to design/tune them may hurt in a time-constrained setting!



Datasets API

● Natural problems: image, video, audio, text
● Input: list of matrices (float)
● Output: multiclass label
● Metadata:

○ Input/output dimensions (matrix representation).
○ Locality of the rows/columns
○ Sequential nature of the rows/columns



Key Features

Data API available to all participants 

Participants submit their code

Algorithms run on the competition platform

Participants do not have access to the data used to train their algorithms



Open Questions in Challenge 
Organization



Available Knowledge

● In practice
○ Nature of the data is known
○ Pre-processing is performed

● In the challenge
○ Provide information about the data (images, text,...)?
○ Disallow pre-trained models?
○ Provide pre-processed data (e.g. embeddings)?



Distribution over Datasets

Dev dataset Test dataset

MNIST labels 0 to 4 MNIST labels 5 to 9

Images 300x400 Images 75x100

“natural” images x-rays or MRIs

Images Text



Time constrained learning

● Relative performance 
depends on running time

● Proposal: produce models at 
different times



Comparing algorithms on many datasets?

Accuracy and Consistency

Ei: average test error  after normalization    Ei
max: average test error of a baseline method   STDi: std on the test 

error

From Pascal in Detail Workshop Challenge, 2017 ≅average - alpha * standard deviation (across all runs)



Discussion


